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ABSTRACT

• We discuss the i_ues of relevance to the design of a B factory RF system. First, the general parameter regime is
outlined, and the reasons behind certain commonly made choices are indicated, This regime involves high beam
currents, and many relatively short bunches. Next, the physics difficulties associated with coupled..bunch

_ instabilities are de,_cribedbriefly. We then describe in general temps the alternative approaches taken by various B
I, factory dasigners, the motivation for these choices, and the technical issues raised by them. Technical solutions have

been proposed for both the room-temperature and the superconducting RF scenarios, and considerable R&D is being
carried out worldwide toconfirm and optimize these solutions.

i'

p'

i! 1. INTRODUCTION luminosity can be.written as [1]

,i In recent years, a numb_ of groups have carried out in- )[/.El',' depfll studies aimed at the design of an asymmetric B Z = 2.17 x 10_4¢(1 + r [cm'2s"1] (I)
' factory collider. Such a collider requires two [_*]_.2

•*_ independent rings, operating at different beam energies,

i with a common interaction region (lR). Tc,carry out where r = _'/cr_ is the beam aspect ratio, I is the total
_I experh'nents fllat probe the origins of CP violation in beam current, E is the beam energy in GeV, artd fl_ is
-,!_ the B meson system, an asymmetric 13factory must the vertical beta function at the IP incm.

deliver very high luminosity, a typical design goal
} being L_ = 3 x 1033 cm-2 s-I. Reaching this In practice, the limitation from the beam-beami luminosity requires very high beam currents and large interaction is expected to restrict the maximum beam-
1 numbers of short btmches, and thus places severe beam tune shift to _ _-0.03--0.05,and this is the range
-I demands upon the collider RF systems. It is important that has been adopted by most B factory designers [1-
!' to note that the actual "figure of merit" for a B factory 6]. Because there is no present experience with an

is the integrated luminosity, which means that a high asymmetric e+e- collider, some caution is warranted,
premium must be placed on reliability of the RF and it has generally beenconsidered pnadent to base the

!_ system. Designs based on either conventional room- collider design on a value of _ 0.03. With this

•" temperature (RT) or superconducting (SC) RF tech- choice,,attaini_n_the design luminosity requires that the
nology have been studied by various groups. Here we quantity (bEft)) irl Eq._(1) be 4.6. For a typical /_"

_ describe the two alternative approaches and the technical value of 1.5 cm and E = 8 GzV, a beam current of I
is._ues that must be dealt with for each of them to 1 A results for the high-energy ring (HER). In the
operate reliably in the B factory parameter regime, low-energy ring (LER), a higher beam current of I _.

2 A is needed at E = 3.5 GeV.
2. PARAMETER REGIME

• For the parameters above, we see that rd_eluminosity
__ For equal beam sizes at the interaction point (lP), and determines the total beamcurrent but does not constrain

equal beam-beam tune shifts for both beams in both
the number of buncher, (or, equivalently, the bunch

. transverse planes (_Ix = _ly = _2x = _2y = _), the separation distance, sB). The number of bunches to be
used depends on details of the collider design and the

tWork supported by the Director, Office of Energy separation scheme selected. For a given beam-beam
: Re._earch,Officeof HighEnergyand NuclearPhysics,High tune shift, having fewer bunches means a larger [)earn

-- Energy Physics Division, U.S. Depc of Energy, under emittance is needed, and this parameter is ultimately-- Con_'zactNo. DE.AC03-76SF00098.
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limited by the magnet apertures deemed cost effective. Table 1. Required RF Parameters for B Factory HER.

In the various B factory designs, the bunch separation Proj_t ._ VRF fRF O't PSR
distance lies in the range of 0.6.-4.2 In, with
corresponding numbers of bunches ranging from a few (1033) (MV) (MHz) (cre) (MW)
hundred to a few thousand. As will be discussed below,

however, the coupled-bunch beam instabilities that BFI 1 13 498 2 3.1
must be handled are sensitive mainly to the total beam
currem, and not to the number of bunches. CESR-B 3 35 500 1 4.5 it,

DESY 3 17 500 1 2.4
To avoid degradation of the luminosity due to lhc
16 y V,hourglass effect, it is impor_'tt that the rms bunch INP 5 7 500 0.8 1.9 *

length be less than the smallest beta value at the IP (o'l
_</_). This means that a typicai bunch length of 1 cm KEK 2 48 508 0.5 0.9
is needed. For a given lattice, the bunch length scales
with 1:_ parameters as PEP-II 3 19 476 1 5.3

O:!_: (VRFfRF)-1/2 (2)
3. "I_E PROBLEM

Although both voltage and frequency are in principle The difficulty with the high beam currents required for a
free ]parameters, the commercial availability of high- B factory is associated with coupled-bunch instabilities.
power (_1 MW) klystrons at 500 MHz has led ali B The high beam current gives rise to strong wakefields
factory designers to opt for this choice. At this in the RF cavities. Because the higher-order modes
frequency, the voltage required for the various B factory. (HOMs) of the cavities have high Q, these wakefields
designs ranges from 7-35 MV to produce bunches with •are still present during the passage of subsequent
a length of about I cre. lt is worth noting that, ali else bunches and so the motions of all bunches become

being equal, a bunch length of 0.5 cm requires an RF coupled [7]. The effects of the cavities on the beam are
voltage four times higher than for a l-cre bunch, quantified in terms of the HOM inapedance.s:

The other important requirement for the RF system is tQ_..,_2to replenish the beam power lost due to synchrotron R = n¢_ (4)
radiation. The required power (in kW) is given by

The instabilily growth _ale.s are proportional to the real
PsR = .8.._.._.L (3) part of the complex impedance _mpied by the beam,

i P For stable operation of the collider rings, it is necessarywhere p is the bending radius of the dipoles and the to reduce the instability growth rates below the
a other symbols were defined previously. A typical radiation damping rate. If this cannot be accomplished,a feedback system can be us_ to control the remaining

bending radius for the HER of a B factory is p = instability growth (llimited, o! course, by theI00 m, in which cas,e the required power i.sin the range
of 3-5 MW at a beam current of 1 A. Published RF capabilities of a practical fex:dback _ystem).

parameters for the high-energy rings of various projects
are given in Table 1. Because each project makes There are several approaches to reducing the HOM
different assumptions about the beam-beam tune shift, impedance seen by the beam:

and hence the required beara current to reach a given • reduce the number of RF cells ,,
luminosity, comparisons must be made carefully. Note
that some rings require mainly voltage (KEK), some
rings power (PEP-II), and some rings both (CESR-B). • reduceRdQ

• reduce Q

• ali of the abcwe

...... _ _,, JJ, pa _ 11 '1 ..... '........... r"_' '']'P' '_q''"l" 'r .... ,l'rll',I¢l, '. " 'f"'lllPl_ 'mll_11i''"' II " ,ill,Ir .... , 'I_, l=II, """_l"llI_'l'l ,,_iii,, 111F,ip,,rl,_ip=,"_,i' ,,,_ll,,,p



Tile particular choices made dci)end on Lhc collider How few cells can be used irl a particular design
parameters and the RF technology being used. depends on the RF technology emptoyed, and also on

whether the parameters are limited by the gradient or
As can be seen in Fig. 1, it is generally impractical to the input power. In the latter case, the number of cells
avoid the HOM impedance in the B factory parameter that must be used is about the same for either room-
regime (large ring circumference, short bunches). The temperature or superconducting technology. This is
beam samples the impedance at harmonics of the because the high beam current in a B factory leads to an
revolution frequency (vertical lines in Fig. 1), with a RF system that is heavily beam loaded--about two-

" strength that i.s weighted by the power spectrum of the thirds of the RF lx_wer goes into the beam even in the
beam case of a room-temperature RF system. If the input

power limitation for both technologies is similar, the

h(co) 0, exp [--/cd°' !2] (5) required number of cells ,rill not be too different.l_ c ]J

For a room-temperature RF system, reducing the
Thus, short bunches c:m see. impedance up to quite high number of cells leads to high gradients and thus to high
frequencies, e.g., a l-cre bunch corresponds to a power dissipated in the cavity walls. The wall Ix)wer is
frequency off= 5 GHz. For typic:al B factory rings, given by
the rotation frequency is fo = 0.1-0.4 MHz, so an

- _ V 2
HOM at f = 1 GHz must have Q > 104 to have a Pw,_ c_l (6)
chance to fully avoid the beam harmonics. 2R

IZ/nl For a voltage per cell of' 1 MV and a shunt impedance

tXo_) of R = 5 M_, P,_,II = I00 kW_ The PEP-II cavity
_. ,' design [1] calls for a dissipated power of I50 kW per

cell. To put this value in context, we note that the RF
cavities for dlc Advanced Light Source (ALS) at LBL

- - have been tested (without beam) to a power level of
- - " 60 kW/cell. The temperature and stress effects of the

i high dissipated power are su'aightforward to calculate
with three+dimensional finite-element codes. Still, it is

'_Y to prudent to test a high-power model cavity.

"_,...._/_ A second issue associated with using a minimum

number of RF cells is that the power through the
cavity input window becomes very high. For both
room-temperature and superconducting cavities the aim
is to provide a wisldow capable of transmitting about
500 kW. In either case, but especially fbr a super-

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of impedance conducting system, thle consequences of a window
s,'u'nplexlby coupled bunches, failure are very severe and must be avoided in order to

maintain the "factory-like" operational reliability needed
to produce the desired integrated luminosity, lt is

4. APPROACHES AND ISSUES RAISED worth noting here that proper designs for high-power
tuners and couplers are also challenging, especially in

, It is obvious that reducing the number of RF cells is terms of reliability.
advantageous from a cost standpoint. There are two

issues that detem_ine the minimum number of cells Reducing the R/Q of the t]OMs is easier with

that can be used: superconducting thma with room-temperature cavities.
This is because the quantity R/Q is mainly a

• limitations on achievable gradient geometrical parameter, and shape cltanges ea'eneeded to
reduce it. In practice, such shape changes (illustrated in

• limitations on input power Fig. 2, taken from Ref. 5) tend to lower the

" ,, ii,, " ....... ' " ' III ,, ' l+l ..... ,,, ,+i, ,, IN, ++, ,,q+ ,I_+_ sr , l"rllll_
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Fig. 2. Schematic cavity shapes for RT (left), standard SC (center), and B factory SC (right) cases, from Ref. 5.

fundamental shunt impedance unacceptably for a room-
temperature system. Superconducting cavities for a B
factory use a large bore tube to permit the unwanted [/

: HOMs to "leak out" into the beam pipe where they can
_' be damped. For a particular HOM, it is also po_ible

to make a judicious choice of cavity length that gives a

favorable transit-time factor. As suggested by Fig. 2,
the large aperture of the B factory SC cavity also helps

irl reducing the impedance of transverse HOMs. (,"-_

For either I_T or SC RF, the main game is to damp the ____ "_k_
HOMs. Present designs based on single- or two-cell ...............
cavities aim for damping the HOMs to Q ,= 50. A ___J-'--
similar damping concept (illustrated in Fig. 2,, from k_JRef. 2) is used wid_ either RF technology, though the

i details differ somewhat. In both cases, the damping
loads must be broadband, and must be capable of Fig. 3. Illustration of RT (top) and SC
dissipating on the order of 10 kW of HOM power. (bottom) c,avity damping approaches.

In the room-temperature RF case, the damping is aperture is enlarged sufficiently that ali modes above
accomplished by attaching waveguides, having damping the fundamental are not trapped in the cavity. The
loads at their ends, to the cavity body. The waveguide damping loads in this qase are rings that are located in
dimensions are chosen such that the cavity fundamental the beam chamber.
mode is below cut-off, and thus does not propagate to
the loads. The waveguides must be located such that In the room-temperature approach, as exemplified in
they couple to ali dangerous HOMs. Typically, the Fig. 4 for the PEP-II design, the main problems
proper location for the waveguides is determined from associated with the damping scheme are that the
three-dimensional elex:uomagnetic codes, and verified themaal loads at the waveguide penetrations can be
experimentally with model ca ,,ities. difficult to cool. Furthermore, there is a concern about

the possibility of multipactoring in the waveguides.

The same damping technique is not directly applicable
in the superconducting case, because penetrations in the In the superconducting approach, as illust_ated in Fig. 5
cavity body must be avoided. Thus, a variant of the for the CESR-B design, the damping Ioads (ferrite._) are
above approach is employed in which the beam tube visible _o the beam and may get warm. The open

............................... ,....... i_i, _,......H..........._i1,_1,,,11.........,,,r,,,,,IrH_I,,_rlr_r"Pr"ll)[""))')Pl_ I)ll_"l')lll_lI



Drive port There are a few other issues that arise in the design of a
:.;iiii!_i;;:-_................................_iii>.........._i_;_:.driveport B factory RF system. For superconducting cavities,

::ii_ii!_ i!!ii!iiiill!ii!iii::!!i::':_i_;.... the operational experience at TRISTAN [8] is that the

cavities closest to the arcs are most prone to quenching.
...... Thus, the sensitivity of high-gradient superconducting

i.iiiii!i!!iiiiliiiiiii!ii_iiiiiii!!!!iiii!i_ii_,i_i!3 cavities to synchrotron radiation under operating
ili!ii!iii!!ii!ili!!ili::iiiiii!!!!ii!ii!i!iiii!ii_iiiiil_!iiiii_A_"_k._HOM damping conditions must be assessed. Similarly, the present
iii!i_ililiiiiiiii:i::ii::iiiiiiiiiiii!iii__.... waveQuido experience [9] with superconducting RF in operating

" iliiii_!ii_iiii:iiiiiiii_!ii!iiitii_::::.... .i!i""iiii_i_::_"_._!_;_;_._i/__i::_;_i_ _i_ accelerators is that the operating gradient is only about
_"%:_:"_:" ".......:":"::'................. half that reached in tests without beam. It is not

., entirely clear what causes the degradation. The key
point is to understand how to arrive at a prudent design

""_ ____ _.! Beam gradient for a B factory superconducting ca, ity in the

absence of a high-current test facility.

"[une_ port Pickup -J _ HOM dawpi_ Especially for a room-temperature B factory RF system
loop port waveguides _-_

7oSr_A,n (and to a lesser extent for a superconducting system as

., Fig. 4. RT cavity design (low-power model) weil), beam-loading compensation requires significant
detuning of the cavity fundamental. The detunedfor PEP-II, from Ref. 1.

i fundamental mode can then strongly drive coupled-
, bunch modes near m = 0 unstable. Because of the high

geometry means that the heat source is directly visible impedance of the f_mdamental mode, special feedbackto the cryogenic surfaces and could lead to quenching, systems operating on the cavity are needed to deal with
lt will also be important to understand the resistive this situation. Among other things, it is necessm'y to
wall effects of the damping material (which requires have "extra" klystron power available for feedback
that the electromagnetic properties of the material be purposes. A description of this issue can Ix'. found in
known at low frequencies, nearfd2). Because ferrites the talk by Pedersen at this Conference [10]. Because
are potentially dusty materials, it is important that the the spacing between rotation harmonics increases as the
load be produced in such a way that dust cannot migrate ring circumference decreases, a large ring is more
into the cavity, sensitive to this effect than a smaller one.

Wavegulde
CouplingIris

High
......................_ ..............t winPd°ower

HOMAbsorption _ t \
Region i 4.2 K / L_ t _, r----"

\ I UquldHelium k"- " ""_5_0kW "_ Klystron
\ ,---,, f/ "'-_.

X _ ,.,**KS" l \ II l II I I L___... t

L(¢.__/.....llJ.......

. Heat

Ali dimensionsIn nam Exchangers
4 1460 _.

_

- Fig. 5. B factory SC RF cavity, taken from Ref. 5.



12-16, 199(, American Institute of Physics
5. CONCLUSIONS Conference Pmv.eexlings 214, p.81.

It is clear that the B factory parameter regime (high
beam current, short bunches, high input power, [8] S. Noguchi et ai., Particle Accel. 2_., 11(1990).
stringent HOM damping) offers considerable challenge
for RF system design. Solutions to the various issues [9] J. T_ickmantel, in Proc. of First Workshop on

LEP Performance, Chamonix, January 13-19,
have been worked out for both room-temperature and 1991, CERN SL/91-23 (DI), cd. J. Poole, p. 393.
superconducting RF systems, and R&D activities to
confirm and optimize design choices are under way at

[10] F. Pedersen, "RF Cavity Feedback," in these
many laboratories worldwide, lt is important to proceedings.
recognize from the outset that operational reliability is
crucial to the successful performance of a B factory.
Thus, it is paramount to avoid getting "too close to the
edge" in the design of the RF system.
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